What items are considered single-use condiments?
Single-use condiment means a single-serving packet, such as:

- Sauces (ketchup, relish, mayo, mustard, soy sauce, salad dressing, hot sauce)
- Seasonings (salt, pepper, parmesan cheese, red pepper flakes)
- Spreads (cream cheese, jelly, butter)

What items are considered single-use service ware?
Single-use service ware are all items that are designed to be used once and then discarded. This includes:

- Chopsticks
- Condiment cups and packets
- Napkins
- Splash and cocktail sticks
- Splashes and stirrers
- Utensils

Does the program apply to third-party delivery services?
Yes. However, without being asked, they can still provide cup lids, spill plugs, and trays that are used to prevent spills and deliver orders safely.

Can I offer customers single-use items?
Yes, but please be specific and do not offer all items at once. For example, “Do you need a fork or ketchup packet with your meal?”